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Computational methods are fundamental in the development and design processes in 
modern-day engineering. Multiscale and multiphysics processes are challenging for state-of-
the-art computational methods. For example, the simulation of extremely complex flows 
requires a significant amount of computational resources as well as sophisticated models 
and numerical methods to deliver reliable results.  
Over the last decades, considerable efforts attempted to develop computational techniques 
that overcome difficulties encountered by classical discrete approximations (e.g., finite 
differences, finite volumes, and finite elements) when dealing with coupled flow problems.  
To address these issues, we will discuss several discretizations that build on the ideas of 
finite elements and residual minimization to develop stable and adaptable numerical 
approximations. We use the mathematical framework developed by the discontinuous 
Galerkin community to build a new class of stabilized finite elements. The discretization 
results from a non-conforming Discontinuous Petrov-Galerkin (DPG) method where the test 
space is discontinuous and the trial space is a subspace of the test space. This restriction to 
a subspace grants several desirable properties to the discrete solution. For example, we can 
use a continuous trial space that delivers a discretely stable solution and a robust error 
estimator for performing on-the-fly adaptivity. We will use several model problems in 2D and 
3D to validate our theoretical results. 

 
PROGRAMME: 
1. Describe continuous and discontinuous Galerkin discretizations for advection and 

diffusion operators. 
2. Discuss residual minimization and its use construct stable discretizations. 
3. Use residual minimization to build stable non-conforming discretizations for advection 

dominated diffusion problems. 
4. Development of goal-oriented adaptive discretizations combining residual minimization 

and DG formulations. 
5. Use of residual minimization with pointwise constraints to enforce the discrete maximum 

principle. 
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*Registration is free, but mandatory before 14th May. To sign-up go to 
https://forms.gle/8zBrKq4d3rcj5tnVA and fill the registration form. Student grants are 
available. If you need support for travel and accommodation expenses, please, let us 
know in the form before April 12th 2020.                             


